
The Ultimate Destination

The fifth volume of Anant Yatra, the correspondence between Saint Kasturi and Shri Babuji,  in its 
French version  is  now ready  for  release  for  the benefit  of  all  the  French speaking  abhyasis.  The 
completion of this work has been made possible by our revered Master's grace and it is with absolute  
reverence  that  we  present  this  work  at  His  holy  feet.  Help  came  in  the  way  and  we  take  this 
opportunity to wholeheartedly thank Christophe Maulet, our brother abhyasi who provided a first 
translation draft thus giving us an opportunity to significantly shorten the time necessary to achieve 
the work in its final form.

This last volume of the correspondence between Saint Kasturi and revered Shri Babuji stands out for it 
gives a detailed description of the higher conditions, those that are met at God's realization, in the  
Central Region and the seven rings of splendour. What is depicted herein is beyond imagination and 
also beyond the world of words; as Babuji wrote to her, " you have reached the condition where from 
a new vocabulary should now be created."  How fortunate are we indeed to have access to such an  
account of the Ultimate Destination,  which every sincere abhyasi should strive for.

We find that as a perfect abhyasi Saint Kasturi has kept her position till the end and lost herself in 
totality in the great Divine Power of the Master. While losing all her belongings our revered sister has  
no doubt acquired the wealth of a fakir as described by Shri Babuji in His book, "Voice Real": 

"The Master has bestowed what He had, and the beggar has got the same, before which the greatest  
of kings and saints of high rank would bow down." 

Her  journey  in  the  Infinite  would  not  have  been possible  without  the  state  of  dissolution  (Laya 
avastha). But how did she reach such an extreme state of dissolution in the Master?  It seems that the 
Divine smile of Shri Babuji has been a silent invite and power of attraction all throughout and on the  
other side her unfailing and undivided attachment to Her Master has acted as a chain that nothing 
could ever shatter. In other words, it was the result of the gift of Divine Love.

This gift of Divine Love is there for us all to get; but it is up to our Master, Shri Babuji, alone to choose 
to bestow His grace on an abhyasi according to His sweet will; we, as abhyasis, have the sacred duty to  
stay firmly attached to our Master under any circumstance and point of reach in our journey, in such a  
way that the heart cries: "I cannot live without you!" and by uttering this, only "you" remains and all  
the rest vanishes away, rather melts away including the self.

May Babuji's grace and blessings shower upon His abhyasis for our rapid progress toward the ultimate  
destination and may all sincere seekers be brought to His system and holy feet wherever they are.  
May He also bless us all with the perception of His Divine form (Darshan) and  smile.

In service of Divine Shri Babuji
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